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fl message from the

Chairman of London 1980
In recent years the trend has been for international stamp exhibitions
to become bigger and bigger, undoubtedly producing many headaches
for the organisers and meaning that visitors have no hope of seeing all
that is offered even if every moment of every opening day of the
exhibition were spent in looking round.
LONDON 1980 will certainly not be the biggest international stamp
exhibition of recent years - but we intend it to be the best.
The first floor and an adjoining smaller hall of London's Earls Court
have been booked and into the available space will go about 4,500
frames of stamps and 250 trade stands - plenty to satisfy even the most
fastidious visitor.
For many months now a team of dedicated enthusiasts has been busy
making the preparations for what is to be an outstanding exhibition.
Many visitors perhaps do not realise the hours of work and
preparation which are needed to ensure a success. Most of the work is
conducted on a purely voluntary basis by collectors and dealers alike,
anxious that their efforts should produce an exhibition which will not
only be liked by established collectors but also appeal to those on the
fringe of our hobby. Apart from a magnificent exhibition there will be a
full programme of social events of appeal to collector and
non-collector alike. Even if you are not involved in the organisation of
LONDON 1980, you can still play your part, by submitting a
competitive entry, by joining the LONDON 1980 Club or far more
importantly by making a note of the dates now - 6 to 14 May 1980 and ensuring that you make a point of visiting LONDON 1980.

George South

SWISS ''GUARDED TRAIN' MAIL
By WING COMMANDER R.F.BULSTRODE, O.B.E.
After the end of the first World War transport
and distribution of goods in central and
eastern Europe were chaotic. Most areas had
acute shortages of some essential commodities
and simultaneously a glut of other goods.
But the railways were almost powerless to
keep the necessary transport moving, as wellarmed gangs of bandits were holding up goods
trains and leaving them rifled and badly
damaged, particularly near the new frontiers
of countries which had not yet developed the
authority or power to cope with the problem.
Switzerland was hard hit by this situation as
it was faced with two tasks: to restore its
international trade which had been.devastated
by the war and to repatriate its citizens who
had been isolated in other countries and were
still unable to return. The soloution was
found by providing armed Swiss Army Escorts
for trains from Switzerland to Austria,
Czecho-Slavakia, Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia
and Romania and back. The Swiss forces,
having been neutral, were acceptable in all
the countries in which they travelled. Being
well trained, well armed, including antiaircraft weapons depressed to deal with ground
targets, and being volunteers and not "War
weary" they rapidly earned the respect of the
bandits. Only one Swiss-guarded train was
attacked, the attempt was noisily repulsed
EARLY NAMES
PRERAU
TSCHENSTOCHAU
LODZ
RAAB
GROSSWARDEIN
KLAUSENBURG
TOVIS
SCHAESSBURG
KRONSTADT
PLOESTI
BISCHOFSHOFEN
ZEMUN
BROD
PURKERSDORF
ZAGREB
SZABADKA
KIRALIHIDA
SZOLNOK
BÉCKÉSCABA
ORSOVA
TEMESVAR
MARCHEGG

without the Swiss firing a lethal shot, and no
loss ever occurred from any of the Swiss Army
trains. The Swiss Escorts travelled in considerable discomfort as the Federal Railways,
fearing the loss of their rolling stock,
provided the oldest they had got. In wet
weather the troops had to take refuge under
tarpaulins and umbrellas in their closed
freight trucks:
The philatelic interest of these voyages, some
of which took months to complete, centres on
the envelopes and postcards sent back to Switzerland by crew members, both to official and
private addressees. Such items should always
have been franked with the postage stamps of
the country in which they were posted, regardless of any special "train stamps" which may
have been issued during the particular trip.
But odd things sometimes happened, as we shall
see later.
The route normally followed by the Poland trains
(Polenzug) was from Buchs (St. Gallen) on the
Swiss-Austrian border via Innsbruck-SalzburgLinz-Vienna-Tschenstochau-Lodz to Warsaw. The
Romania trains followed the same route to
Vienna, thence Raab-Budapest-Grosswardein-Klausenburg-Tovis-Schaessburg-Kronstadt-Ploesti
to Bukarest.

LATER NAMES
PREROV
CZESTOCHOWA
GYOR
NAGYVARAD, ORADEA MARE,
KOLOZSVAR, CLUJ
TEUIS
SIGHISOARA
ORASUL STALIN, BRASOV

SEMLIN
BOSNIAN BROD
SUBOTICA
BRUCK

TIMISOARA

LOCATION
160Kms NNE OF VIENNA
110Kms S OF LODZ
110Kms SW OF WARSAW
110Kms SW OF BUDAPEST
55Kms SSE OF BÉCKÉSCABA
260Kms NW OF PLOESTI
80Kms S OF CLUJ
90Kms NW OF BRASOV
85Kms NNW OF PLOESTI
60Kms N OF BUKAREST
44Kms SE OF SALZBURG
ACROSS RIVER FROM BELGRADE
210Kms WNW OF BELGRADE
14Kms W OF CENTRAL VIENNA
190Kms WNW OF BROD
170Kms SSE OF BUDAPEST
ESE OF VIENNA, NOW AUSTRIA
90Kms ESE OF BUDAPEST
180Kms SE OF BUDAPEST
170Kms E OF BELGRADE
120Kms NNE OF BELGRADE
35Kms E OF VIENNA

Now for the first complication. Many
of these names, and names of places
from which correspondence was posted
en-route, have changed once, twice or
even thrice since 1919. These changes
are due to political and linguistic
reasons as frontiers and government
altered. To help follow the story on
modern maps we give a list showing the
choice of names which may be met and
the location of less well known places.
The second complication is the peculiar
mixture of franking, cancellation, and
registration label to be found on a
single item. Romanian franking with
Hungarian cancellation, and Romanian
franking with Hungarian registration
labels, are accounted for by the fact
that for a time the Romanians were occupying
part of Hungary and provided their own stomps
but evidently used Hungarian postal staff and
equipment. The Romanians do not appear to
have had registration labels in their own
country, and their cancellations are usually
blurred, often illegible. Hungarian cancellations are, by contrast generally beautifully
clear. A card bearing a Hungarian stamp with
a Bern c.d.s. is probably due to it not being
cancelled in Subotica (Yugoslavia) where it
was posted and the Swiss official using his
normal "chop" instead of the correct doublecircle dumb "killer", which was properly used
in other cases with Romanian and Austrian
franking. A cover from the 25th Romania train,
originating apparently in Vienna, bears only
Swiss stamps (total 30c.) and a Bern registration label and Bern Bundeshaus cancellation;
was this carried by the Escort Commander to
oblige the official of the Swiss Embassy,
Vienna, and then posted in Bern? Certainly
postal regulations were broken:
The third complication is how to recognise
Guarded Train correspondence. The wording,
style, size and colour of handstamps used kept

on changing. The only train to use a green
ink-pad seems to be the 5th Poland train, with
a straight line "Escorte commerciale Suisse"
and a Swiss Cross at each end, 6cms long;
the Escort Commander's "chop" had "le
Commandant" immediately below the main inscription. The most "popular" chop, used on many
trains, bore "Escorte Commerciale Militaire
Suisse" in two lines surmounted by the Swiss
Cross in rays, length 6.1cms, in mauve or blue.
Late in its life one of this type was modified
by the excision of the word "MILITAIRE",
leaving a lop-sided effect. Another type had,
in one line, a star containing the Swiss Cross
at each end and "Schweiz Militärische HandelsEscorte" sometimes the "Rumänienzug" train
number was added below. The 5th Romania train
made up two straight line "chops", one in
German and one in French, giving the train
number. The least common seems to be an oval
4.7cms long, bearing "Schweizerische
Handelseskorte" in the outer oval and the
Swiss Cross in rays in the centre.
;

The 10th Romania train had a "chop" with
"Schweizerische Handelseskorten" 7.1cms long
above "Rumänienzug No.10" and surmounted by a
plain shield bearing the Swiss Cross,
all in red.
A smaller "chop" was introduced,
apparently late in 1920, 4.6cms long,
reading "Schweizer Warentransport"
below the Swiss Cross in rays, usually
in blue. A French language version
also exists - "Transport de Commerce
Suisse", of the same size. Another one
looking as if made up of moveable type,
reads "Schweizer Handelsescorte" 6.4cms
long as the top line and "Rumänienzug
" below, leaving space for the
No.
manuscript insertion of the train
number, used on Romania Train No.22.
Another "chop", also of moveable type,
reads "Transport Nr.25" 6.3cms long,

with marks below the
figures suggesting they
were shifted for use or
other trains.
Many trains seem to have had no rubber stamp
and relied on manuscript notes on covers to
identify their sendings. Private postcards
can sometimes be identified by the messages
written anthem - the ones on the return
journey usually being the most enthusiastic!
The fourth complication is to work out what
trains went where, their approximate trip
timings, names of Escort Commanders, and any
other details. Three trains issued special
"Train Stamps", of no franking value; these
were No.5 Poland Train, Escort Commander
Capt.Fred Bieri, stamps printed at Warsaw;
No.10 Romania Train, same Escort Commander
printed at Bukarest; and No.12 Romania Train,
Escort Commander Oberleutnant Robert Bieri
(not related to Capt. F. Bieri) printed in
Bukarest. These are the sole trains whose
correspondence, on the return journey only,
may be identified by special "Stickers".
;

Official records in Switzerland, to help us
with these trains, are almost completely
lacking. The surviving Military records are
of no help to us, and the chance of anything
useful being available in the Federal Civil
Archives or the Federal Railways records are
extremely slim. My main sources of information have been the late Major Fred Bieri,
the Capt. Bieri of the trains, whose friendly
and knowledgeable help was quite invaluable,
and the few collections I have been able to
locate and examine. A Hungarian friend who
was living in the "right" area at the time
gave valuable aid in place identification and
even caused my own collection to become more
surprising!
TRAIN NO.
5 POLAND
5 ROMANIA
8
"
9
"
10
"
11
"
12
"
13
"
17
"
18
"
20
"
21
"
22
"
"
25
27
"
30
"
33
"

ESCORT COMMANDER
Capt. F. Bieri
?
Capt. Holzach
Capt.Gaffner
Capt.F.Bieri
Capt.Holzach
Oblt. R. Bieri
Oblt.Charles Dubois
Oblt.Kehr
Lt.A.A.Haas
Lt. Bucher
?
Lt.A.A.Haas
?
A.Kellenberger
A.Kellenberger
A. Kellenberger

Of the three Train stamps, No. 5 Poland train
issued plain type-set stamps in red on yellow
paper reading "5 POLENZUG WARSAWA JULI 1919"
and the 'Swiss Cross' - but it was in red! These
were printed in Warsaw late in July 1919, and
ones used on cover" without any notional
franking were cancelled at Warsaw "by favour"
and cannot have been carried by the postal
service; Fred Bieri admitted to me that someone in the train crew had been "naughty" in
this respect.
The 10th and 12th Romania
trains both had stamps lithographed at Bukarest
by Carol Göbl-Rasidescu. Both are two-coloured,
the first in red and green reads "Rumänenzug
No.10 Bukarest Dez 1919" and the second "12
Rumänenzug Nov.1919 - Febr.1920 Bukarest", in
red and grey; this train stayed so long at
Bukarest that many of the stamps bear manuscript
overprints of later months!
The addressing
of official letters from the trains to Bern
varies considerably but is usually straightforward, only the letters "WRT" which sometimes
occur causing a puzzle; they stand for "Waren
and Rüchwanderer Transport", showing that the
trains were being used for transport of goods
and repatriated Swiss Citizens.
For the earlier journeys, which bristled with
unforeseen problems, the Escort Commanders were
Swiss Army Captains. As the organisation became
smoother, First Lieutenants (Oberleutnant) were
entrusted with the task, and finally Lieutenants took over. In parallel with the military,
civilian guards were also operating, sometimes
in charge of one truck only. These men were
not always very successful, lacking either the
cash or the initiative to "lubricate" the
system with adequate donations to (sometimes)
highly acquisitive Balkan authorities; the
record was probably held by a civilian whose
train remained stationary at Kronstadt for
over four months!

DATES OUT AND
BACK TO BUCHS
22.7.1919 - 19.8.1919

1ST 6 LAST KNOWN

DATES EN ROUTE
14.8.19,

12.9.19

26.10.1919-11.1.1920
Sept.1919-April 1920!

18.11.20, 29.11.20
24.11.20, 2.12.20
22.12.20, 26.1.21
(Mail posted in Bern 10.3.21)
19.6.21
12.9.21

The E&F thin paper
By H.L. KATCHER
Many collectors (and some experts!) experience
difficulty in identifying with absolute certainty this rare group of stamps (issued in
1856/57) which has been the subject of protracted arguments for decades. The writer hopes
that the following will help to clear away some
of the "fog" and establish standards for
future use.
BRIEF HISTORY: The E and F stamps were printed
in Bern on mixed quality sheets of paper,
rejected by the original Munich printers for
not meeting their standards. They were sent to
Bern in 1854. Contrary to today's way of life,
nothing was wasted, and Bern frugally stored
this supply of handmade paper. Two to three
years later they were used. Whether this was
due to a delayed delivery from the Sihl paper
factory (Zurich) or as an economy measure, cannot now be ascertained. No documentary
evidence exists to support either assumption.
The fact is, the sheets were used and being of
considerably varied thicknesses, have caused
collectors a great deal of fascination and
points of argument ever since.
PRODUCTION: The thinner sheets in the batch of
paper could not take proper embossing and the
normal strong colours. We must presume that
in order to get acceptable results the printing
inks were purposely "watered down" (colloquially, not chemically speaking) to avoid
penetration of the paper. The visible proof of
this is that even stamps on the thicker sheets
in the batch are printed in the same dull matt
(greyish) shades. One thing is certain; none
of this was planned and one thing simply led to
another. As already mentioned, the thickness
of these rejected sheets varied considerably
and we have encountered extreme values from
about 0.035 to 0.07 m/m - a difference of about
100%!
Stamps printed on the thicker sheets are mostly
allocated to the B, C and D groups, depending
on colour of silk threads. Which brings us to
the crux of the matter: The E and F stamps,
although by virtue of their shades from a
separate printing, are not classified as E and
F because of the printing BUT BECAUSE OF THE
THINNESS OF THEIR PAPER. The distinctive
shades only serve as a guide to finding a
potentially thin-paper stamp.
PERMISSIBLE PAPER THICKNESS AND MEASURING
METHODS: Before we set down figures which will
divide the E and F stamps from their more common B, C and D counterparts, we must decide on
a tool of precision and it is extremely important to strictly follow prescribed standards to

STRUBE LS
arrive at correct and acceptable results.
Manually adjustable gauges must be rejected as
most of them depend on the strength of "turn"
the hand applies. It is feasible that two
people measuring the same stamp and using the
same gauge could get different results. What
is needed is a constant spring pressure,
independent of the operator's physical strength.
We illustrate below the gauge which, for philatelic purposes, has given the best and most
consistent results. The gauge comes equipped
with exchangeable terminals and the user has
the choice of three different applications:
1. Using the two flat ends.
2. Using domed end at top striking
against flat end at bottom.
3. Using the two domed ends.
While the choice of these three methods is
optional, each will produce different results
and to compensate, the following strict rule
MUST apply: For method 1) the permissible
result is up to 0.06 m/m. For method 2)
0.05 m/m. For method 3) 0.045 m/m.

STANDING
HELVETIA
THE LARGE PLATE FLAWS OF THE 50C.
It is known that the first issue, perf.11 ,
came out in two stages: the first from 1882
and the second from 1889, with a short interval for this value perf.9½. Thus the
chronological order of appearance is A-B-A-C-D
etc.
But only with the 25c. value have we
been able to sort out the two stages of issue
A with certainty. (Here the following order of
shades has been established: blue-green,
yellow-green, olive-green, then follows No.67B
and finally No.67Ag green or yellowish-green).
With the other values of this issue there is
not enough material which can be allocated
with certainty and with constant reference
marks to enable the two printing periods to be
safely distinguished.
Thus No.70A was issued in two runs. About
1890 there appeared on a plate of 200 stamps,
which was in use for a very long time, two
large plate defects in the form of strong
streaks of colour. Was this a printing plate
which had been in use since 1882 and in which
these defects arose during the course of
usage? Or did these defects arise with the
delivery of new plates? We do not yet know
for certain. What is certain is that both
these clear streaks of colour lie over two
stamp positions in the right hand 100-pane of
the plate of 200, as shown in the sketch.

One meets both these scratches for the first
time on 70A, then finds them again on 70C and
70D etc., but not on the coarse-perforated 70B
Owing to the long period of use of these plates
these defects are not so rare. The relatively
high valuation is due to the large demand as
they are much sought-after by collectors on
account of their clarity and spectacular nature
Their appearance is frequent with 70C, 70D and
74D whilst they are relatively rarer on 70A.
Two examples found in the last few years have
led to the conclusion that also stamps printed
from this plate in green were perforated
112 x 12. This concerns 74Ed, which is not
easy to find and which can be recognised by
its unclear print similar to 74Da and Db. So
with luck it should be possible to find these
big streaks of colour also on 74Ed, as they

are listed in the catalogue under 74E/Pf.3.
Below are the plate defects, arranged in pairs
as on the printing plate. Generally they are
very sharply defined on 70A, 70C and 70D, but
somewhat less clear on 74D and 74E.

Note: So far only the defects on fields 148
and 180 have been found on 74Ed.
This article, by Mr.P.Guinand, was published
in the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung and is
reproduced by kind permission of Zumstein &
Cie., Bern.
Monsieur Guinand is of course today's leading
expert in the field of Sitting and Standing
Helvetias and his certificates for such
material are known throughout the world.

EDWARD H. SPIRO
IT IS WITH GREAT REGRET THAT I HAVE TO
ANNOUNCE THE DEATH OF EDWARD H.SPIRO AT
THE AGE OF 75.
EDWARD SPIRO APPROACHED ME IN 1950 WITH
WHAT AT THE TIME SEEMED TO ME A MOST
AMBITIOUS AND IDEALISTIC SUGGESTION: THE
PUBLICATION OF A CATALOGUE FOR SWISS
STAMPS IN ENGLISH AND A NEWSLETTER FOR
COLLECTORS OF SWITZERLAND. HE TOOK UPON
HIMSELF THE ENORMOUS ORIGINAL RESEARCH
AND WORK NECESSARY FOR BOTH THESE
PROJECTS, WHILE MY ONLY OBLIGATION WAS
TO FINANCE THE PRINTING COSTS.
THUS, EDWARD SPIRO BECAME, IN 1951 THE
FIRST EDITOR OF THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE AND THE 'SWISS
PHILATELIST'. HIS KNOWLEDGE OF SWISS
STAMPS WAS EXTENSIVE AND ALREADY IN 1946
HE FOUNDED THE 'HELVETIA PHILATELIC
SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN'. IN LATER YEARS
HIS JOURNALISTIC CAREER PREVENTED HIM
FROM TAKING PART IN PHILATELIC ACTIVITIES
BUT COLLECTORS OF SWITZERLAND WILL NEVER
BE ABLE TO FORGET THE SERVICES HE HAS
RENDERED TO SWISS PHILATELY IN THIS COUNTRY
AND THROUGHOUT THE ENGLISH SPEAKING WORLD.
H.L.KATCHER

the performance of swiss stamps
is breathtaking

BROUGHT UP TO DATE
FROM SWISS PHILATELIST
NOS.67 - 75

The above highly interesting graph appeared in the Financial
Times (London) on November 28th, 1978 and is reproduced with
their permission. It shows the performance of the Franc
since 1973, a "step like" progress towards ever-ascending
peaks. When an intolorable peak is reached measures are
taken to induce a temporary fall. But without really
measurable inflation the Franc resumes its upward movement.

We are pleased to announce that, for the 5th time, the
Amateur Collector Ltd was awarded the "Stephen Braham
Trophy" for best large Stand at STAMPEX. On the other hand
your editor must take to task the many readers of the "Swiss
Philatelist" who did not go to the trouble of competing for
the H.L.Katcher Trophy. With Wing Commander Bulstrode's
exhibits now Hors Concours, no competitive Swiss exhibit
was judged good enough to be awarded the trophy. We hope
that our readers will respond more actively next year and
show pride in their Swiss stamps'

INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION

This Exhibition promises to be
the philatelic "Mecca" of the
decade. Highlight of LONDON 1980
will be approximately 4,500 frames
of stamps, housing not only the competitive
entries, but also the specially invited displays, including an exhibit from the collection
of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
The Organising Committee has decided that the
awards will take the form of special trophies
and medals. Collectors interested in competing should write to the organisers for full
particulars at LONDON 1980, PO Box 300, Danes
Inn House, 265 Strand, London WC2R 1AF.

OR

** ?

An article by Walter Frauenlob in the Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung No.3/79 headed "BLEACHING
SOLUTION OR GOLD MEDALS FOR STAMP HINGES?" is
fascinating. He states that the article by Max
WOthrich of the Research and Development section of the P.T.T., Bern, in SBZ 9/77 is particularly interesting. (Editor's Note: The
author is referring to the P.T.T. Research
Department's investigation which showed the
dangers of keeping stamps in pochettes and
certain cello-strips and hingeless albums.
Unfortunately damage to stamps and covers has
occurred, such as discolouration, rubbing off
of colours and even the dissolution of certain
printing inks).
M

It has been our particular pleasure to help
many collectors all over the world win awards
and, 'LONDON 1980', being no exception, Mr.
H.L. Katcher will be glad to personally
advise and help any collector wishing to
exhibit at this event. Our unrivalled stock
and expertise is here for the asking - write
NOW and let us know how we can help.
A 'LONDON 1980' award could be yours!

For years people have battled over gum and unmounted mint stamps, and for this "quality"
quite fantastic prices have been paid. In the
Stone Age of stamp collecting stamps were
fixed into the album with paste and gum arabic
(protection against theft!). Later on one
asked at the Post Office for the margins of
sheets of stamps - likewise to fasten stamps
into albums. These were so-called "forerunners'
of the stamp hinge. Then one could buy transparent gummed rolls, also for fixing stamps.
And with the passage of time there developed
the stamp hinge, which after many changes and
trials became the accepted method of fixing
stamps in the album. One knows that for a long
time the transparent pocket came under inspection - the quality did not always bear close
scrutiny.
In the SBZ 10/77 "German Viewpoint" J.H. Krebs
writes, among other things; "it seems to me
that this theme is a lasting fire which heats
up again from time to time, kindled from many
sides, producing confusion and leaving the
question unanswered."
As a philatelist of many years' standing, I
recommend that a committee of experts of the
V.S.P.H.V. (Swiss Philatelic Traders' Assoc.)
together with the B.D.P.H.V. (their German
equivalent), should be formed so that lengthy
technical discussion and research may be
carried out until an opinion is formed which
will serve the whole of philately.
My feeling is that we are coming back to the
stamp hinge. He who has paid for gum has surely paid too much. Probably the stamp hinge
will some day be awarded its Gold Medal. The
stamps should after years remain unblemished.
Stamps chemically discoloured cannot be returned to their original state by treating them
with bleaching solution!"

THE REVENUE PAGE

4 FERTILE COLLECTING FIELD

BY M.N.THALER
This month's scrapings are concerned with the
municipal revenue stamps of Switzerland.
Schaufelberger lists few. Forbin lists a small
fraction of the ones that are known - and only
those before 1915.
Just to give you an idea of what may be involved, the Swiss postal authority lists over 5000
towns, and there was no reason to have prevented any of these communes and others not listed
as having post offices from collecting taxes
and administrative fees by revenue stamps. For
all we know, many of these towns are still
issuing revenue stamps. And to go further in
impressing you with the vast scope of this field
I have not completed classifying and mounting
all of my Ticino municipals and I have about
500 in an album from this canton alone!
The only lists I have been able to find are
typewritten and memeographed attemps by European collectors and dealers to catalog these
stamps. None of these lists which I have is
complete. Schaufelberger started a list and
died before completing it. Leone de Magistris,
Paolo Cometta, J. Breitschmied and perhaps
others may have put compilations together. Thus
there is nothing which is comprehensive. But
now, at long last, we have something to look
forward to. Our own Gerald M. Abrams has been
working on a catalog
of Swiss revenues
including municipals.
Hopefully it will be
completed and published by this time
next year.
In the meantime,
gather these municipals where you may. They
are delightful stamps with all of the excitement of collecting. There are provisionals,
imperfs. tete-beche examples, errors and a host
of other aspects that make seeking them out
worthwhile. As for the unusual, one can find
variations and errors in typography, illustration and denomination almost anywhere. As an
example, I have illustrated a pair of stamps
from a commune in Ticino - Astano (1950) in
which the shields of side by side stamps are of
different designs. Even the borders are made
from different printing slugs.
If there ever was a virgin field for study this is it. But the big problem is: where
does one find Swiss municipals? Maybe next
time I'll have some ideas on that subject maybe not.

NEW
CATALOGUE
FOR SWISS
REVENUES
We are advised by Gerald M. Abrams of the
American Revenue Association that there will
be a delay in completion of the subject catalogue. While the manuscripts are in process,
there have been so many additions and corrections made by those collaborating that the
entire manuscript must be redone. This
includes both the federal/cantonal portion,
and the municipal section.
Mr. Abrams adds that he hopes to have the
drafts in our hands before the year is over,
and apologizes for the unforeseen delays. He
adds that he is sure that the enthusiasts
awaiting this massive effort will agree that it
is best to take the time to do it right, rather
than fast.
We are in agreement with that philosophy, and
beg your indulgence until this unenviable task
can be completed.

Reve

nues

BY M.N. THALER

Fellow scrapers: Today we discuss Bern cantonal revenues, but before we get started, I
promised last time to provide some ideas on how
to scrape up Swiss municipals.

panel under "STEMPEL". They are from 1 to 5
and I have them on the 5c, 10c and 30c only.
The faint letter "K" appears in the opposite
panel and this, no doubt, stand for "KIMMERLY",
the designer.
I tried to measure these numerals under a strong
glass. The smaller ones are about .01< inch and
the larger about twice that size.

My way has been to look for collections and
Next time well try to tell you about the reasofferings which include these stamps among
ons for these numerals.
others - then to sell or trade the rest, if I
can. One has to correspond with dealers and
Both articles by M.N. Thaler are reprinted
other collectors, and, I admit it is difficult.
from The American Revenuer by permission
Lately I have noted some auctions which have
of its editor and the Author.
separated the Swiss municipals from the rest and
offered them as separate lots. The anomaly is
that those interested are usually collectors who
have most of the stamps in the lots and are reluctant to take on the whole for a few here and
there. But this is only one way. Dealers will
not have these stamps except for a few who are
well-known and those get good prices. Auctions
are often unsatisfactory because conditions may
be below par. Just keep asking any dealer if
he has any and about one percent of the time he
will. He'll be glad to get rid of them.
There really ought to be a Swiss group in the
A.R.A.
Coming back to Bern, the revenues for general
commercial purposes are very
numerous because of widespread use. There are
50 of the same general
format with variations.
Also the microscopic
dates on the 1892/
1902 issue increase
the collectable
amount. There are
about 100 different
dated stamps of the
18 denominations
and two of the 15c.
The really interesting ones of
the same format
are those with
the microscopic
numerals in the side panels. Nothing is said
about these numerals in either Schaufelberger or
Forbin and I know of nothing published on them
- but I suppose there must be information in
the literature.
The first of these is the 1880 15 rappen, No.22
Forbin and No. 20 Schaufelberger. Under the
word "TIMBRE" you should find these tiny numerals. I have the numbers 1 to 5 on these stamps.
Then again you should find these micro-numerals
on some, not all, of the 1881 issue. These
latter are slightly larger than the firstmentioned, but fainter and appear on the left

THE THIN PAPER STRUBELS: Continued from Page 6
Reason for these different values immediately
becomes apparent if one considers inherent
porousness and inequality of the paper, even
within millimetres of area. For the same
reason only 70% of the total stamp area need
conform. The occasional higher value on certain points of the stamp can be tolerated
providing the 70% rule is applied.
Other simple rules which must be observed are
the following: Measure away from silk thread
(distortion will be found up to 1 m/m each side
of the thread), natural paper creases, embossing (if in), gum remnants and even heavy
postmarks. Without wishing to insult the intelligence of our readers, may we mention that
hinge remainders must be avoided and one should
not fall into the trap believing the stamp to
measure within permissible limits if it has
been thinned through damage.
DATES OF USE: In late 1857 (according to the
Andres & Emmenegger Postmark Manual, sometime
in 1858), the lozenge grill postmark generally
used until then was discontinued and dated
circular cancellations introduced (for our purpose we ignore the earlier dated circular
strikes of which there were only a few). Some
experts, preferring outdated doctrine to facts
and logic, maintain that no E and F stamp
should carry a grill postmark. They believe
copies only with circular cancellations can
come from this group. They err on three counts:
(1) The ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE clearly
states 1856 and 1857 as the earliest known
dates for these stamps which are still within
the grill postmark period.
(2) It presupposes that every postmaster, on
the prescribed date for changing his cancellation actually did so (they did not!).
(3) Imagine a small village post office where
one sheet of stamps lasts several months. When
the first few copies are sold they receive the
then still valid grill postmark. Weeks or
months later when the last copies are sold they
receive the new circular dated cancellation.
The first copies are "disqualified" but the
later sold copies miraculously become the genuine article by virtue of a round postmark:
CONCLUSION: E and F stamps are rare and not
found every day. There are other very thin
paper stamps, particularly in the A group
(Second Munich Print). These have very strong
colours and no one will easily confuse them
with the dull (matt) greyish E's and F's.
Carry out your measurement meticulously and if
you are a serious collector of Strubels, the
expense in acquiring a gauge similar to the
one illustrated is a sound investment.
The average collector will not wish to run to
this expense.

THANK YOU TECLA DOMINICI
FOR TWENTY YEARS LOYAL
SERVICE TO THE AMATEUR
COLLECTOR LIMITED, SINCE APRIL 1959. And
Thank You particularly for having put up with
HLK's demanding standards: We would also like
to voice appreciation on behalf of the many
clients who have praised the conscientious
service and attention you have always given to
them. Having served part of your Apprenticeship,
you have only thirty more years before qualifying for your Masters Certificate!!
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